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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In education research, there is no perfect combination that will unlock the door to a high response rate.  Through our experiences in the pilot for the Study of Iowa High Schools, I hope to share experiences that can help get closer to reaching this population and gaining cooperation.



Outline of Topics

• Challenges in Education Research
• Timing of data collection
• Difficult-to-reach population
• Educational policies

• Study of Iowa High Schools Design
• Study of Iowa High Schools Challenges & Lessons

• Recruitment
• Principals
• Parents

• Data collection
• Looking ahead
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Timing of Data Collection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although most projects have a specific ideal timeline, research at intuitions like schools are pretty firmly restricted to the span of school year, along with thinking about the school breaks, days off, and even down to the length of the school day itself.  
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Difficult-to-reach population

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schools are incredibly busy at all levels – district officials, principals, teachers, and even students and parents and their time and attention is protected by gatekeepers along the way
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Educational Environment and Policies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Doing research in an educational setting is challenging because schools aren’t respondents – they are institutions that typically require varying levels of permissions in order to begin conducting research, and policies are always changing, and will vary by school. 
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• Pilot study with five schools followed by larger, 
50-school study

• Quasi-experimental design

• Matching schools based on certain criteria

• Involved teacher, parent and student surveys and 
assignment collection

• UWSC field representatives and principal-elected 
in-school representatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pilot with 5 schools for testing procedures & instruments followed by main study with 50 schools/districts the following yearIt was a quasi-experimental design.  Schools matched based on characteristics such as school size and student achievement; implementation of specific professional development initiativeStudy involved teacher, parent, and student surveys and an assignment collection. We also had an in-person presence with a trained UWSC field rep that would work with a principal-elected in-school rep, typically a guidance counselor or someone in the office that provided information and helped coordinate project activities. 
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SIHS Challenges & Lessons: 
Principal Recruitment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st Contact with principal was an email followed by phone call 2-3 days laterEmail included a PPT attachment initially, we offered to set up a time to talk with them and walk through the PPT Some we know didn’t make it through at all, some went directly to spam, others made it to inboxesTiming for callsVarying dayparts attempted, and days of the week – recruiters tracked with spreadsheetsWhat’s going on in the school? Testing, holidays, weather, etc.We spoke with a lot of gatekeepers and it was challenging to reach a principal



Recruitment Lessons: Principals

• Simplify and condense study specific info

• Focus on requirements and benefits of study

• Time required

• Reports that they will receive

• Be aware of timing

• Ally with gatekeepers and key contacts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We modified from PPT to single-page PDF  - May consider testing different types of emails/attachments to see what makes through and what doesn’t, or starting with a mailed contact followed by email contact  spam blockers at schools probably stronger than typicalStreamlined our scripts – initially they were long – but principals have minimal time so we front-loaded our explanation with study benefits (incentives), and amount of time expected for each participant.  Through that, we were able to explain what each participant would be asked to do. Timing: try to keep track of efforts – we found that early before school started, right after the first class started for the day, and early afternoon were typically good times to reach the principal.Recruiters will be talking with gatekeepers often – good to share about the project, be sympathetic to their time and job, may want to talk to APs or other folks to help get in touch with principalStart process as soon as you can.
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SIHS Challenges & Lessons: 
Parent Recruitment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parental consent forms were sent home with students. Oftentimes schools or school districts have policies that don’t allow them to release parent contact information like addressIn hopes of encouraging parents to return parental consent forms, we included a 2-page parent survey and a $5 bill.  In the first semester, there was about 1.5 to 2 weeks in between the parent forms being handed out and us collecting student surveys.Return rates were lower than we had hoped.  We heard from a couple of teachers that despite being told that they should take the packets home, some students were opening the envelopes, taking the $5 out, and throwing the packet away.  Still no proof that I took quarters from my dad’s dresser in elementary school for treat day, so I can’t imagine students taking money from their parents.  This was a good lesson to learn during the pilot that we hadn’t anticipated, despite any team member’s unproven quarter-swindling history.



Recruitment Lessons: Parents

• Ensuring paper gets home to parents

• Emails home

• Incentive considerations

• Adequate time for reminders and collection
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you plan to send forms or information home to parents, here are some considerationsMaking sure papers get home to parentsAttempt to modify: Teacher/office emailsRequest that teachers/school send email to parents alerting them about the packet coming home, let students know they are bringing homeThis way parents can be on the lookout for the forms and students are more likely to hand it over to parents when they get home. IRB required that we include language indicating all questions should come to UWSC, not teachers, and instruct teachers to direct parents to UWSC with questionsGiving enough time to get consent forms back from parentsDuring 1st semester of our pilot, timing was tight so we allowed anywhere from 1-2 weeks to get parental consent forms back.  Considering timing to get them into parent’s hands, filled out, and returned via mail, this was not much time. We had a slightly higher response rate in the 2nd semester collection effort, but not significantly higher. 2nd semester we planned for a month in between.
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SIHS Challenges & Lessons: 
Data Collection with In-School Reps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data from in-school representatives used to create sample – we needed to collect information about the courses offered at the school – who was teaching them, some characteristics about the teachers, when the classes were offered, and how many students in each grade level were enrolled in the course.  This process ended up taking longer than we anticipated because we weren’t getting all of the information we needed – our request wasn’t clear.We ended up developing a more detailed instructional document using feedback from school staff, along with an example of the type of information we were looking for that we will use in our main study.
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SIHS Challenges & Lessons: 
Data Collection with Teachers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also needed to collect student information in order to build our student sample and create parent consent packets and student SAQ packets.  During the 1st semester effort, field representatives were receiving the information from teachers in a variety of ways – sometimes it was hand-written on a sheet of paper and scanned over to our servers.  This meant that we would need to data-enter all of the information we were receiving, and often had to do follow-up with teachers and in-school reps to get corrected information.  We also found that teachers did not have access to student state ID numbers and needed to collect those from the office – oftentimes the in-school rep. So, here is a replica of information we actually received:
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see there is missing data (student state ID numbers), it’s note always entirely legible, and it requires someone doing data entry…so we implemented this…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To streamline the process of collecting the information in the 2nd semester, we tested a new method – a web form for each in-school rep (not teacher) that requested the student roster information we needed for each of the selected courses.  This way, we were able to pull the information directly into the database we needed it in with only minimal cleaning.  This cut down on a lot of administrative time and seemed to work well for schools, as well. 
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SIHS Challenges & Lessons: 
Student Movement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We planned to survey the same set of students in the same class in the fall and again in the spring.  When planning the study design, we checked with IDE officials to make sure that the classes we planned to select would be year-long courses, in-school reps told us these courses were year-long courses.  So we should be set, right?   WRONG! During the pilot, we discovered that student schedules change quite a bit from 1st to 2nd semester, such that they are likely still in the same course, but in a different section or class period of that course.  Students appeared to spread out on average to about 4 different class periods, depending on the size of the school.Pilot: We selected the classroom with the MOST consented students from 1st Semester and will consent any additional students in the classroom, so some students will only be providing one data point.In the main study, we are considering several options, including a 2nd semester web survey, requesting teachers hand out student surveys in their other classrooms, and having students take surveys home to complete for 2nd semester.  All options come with cost and data quality implications, so we will plan to work through the pros and cons.



Data Collection Lessons

• Build knowledge about the population

• Get help from insiders

• Know the language

• Standardize collection

• Provide example templates

• Encourage others to enter data/provide electronic 
form via web

• Have a back-up plan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know what to ask for – get help: Being able to speak the language is incredibly helpful – if schools don’t use course numbers, what do they use? How can you explain what you need to make sure you get it and can move forward at each step as smoothly as possible?  Having an insider, running a focus group with local teachers, even asking teachers or educators that you know personally about their experiences and different policies can build your knowledge baseStandardize data collection – provide examples of exactly what type of data and format you needHave a back-up plan: unexpected situations will happen – schools will be on block schedules when you thought they’d be on a traditional schedule, students will change classes.  Try to come up with a  working list of education-setting ‘likelihoods’ like some that we’ve talked about today so you can prepare your client and be asking questions that help improve your design
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Looking Ahead

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we’re going ‘back to school’ : Recruitment for the main study is ongoingPlan to utilize lessons learned in the pilot in our main study to get a better understanding of working within an educational setting
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• Photo Credit Slide 21: <a 
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Please visit us at:
www.uwsc.wisc.edu

Thank You!

For copies of this presentation or more information, contact:

Jaime Faus

jfaus@ssc.wisc.edu
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